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Monetary Policy Statement (MPS) FY'20 Highlights

An accommodative, growth supportive but cautionary policy stance for the FY’20
corresponding with the pick-up in economic activities in FY’19 which aided to achieve
both monetary objectives that time.

Bangladesh Bank endures growth-supportive ‘cautionary’ monetary policy stance for the FY’20 (from now on MPS
will be declared at the beginning of each fiscal year alike the fiscal policy) aiming at facilitating government’s growth
and inflation containment. Recent MPS focuses on:
Accommodating monetary objectives and credit expansions cautiously so that desired 8.2% GDP growth
can be achieved.
Keeping CPI inflation contained within the targeted ceiling of 5.5%
Policy Measures to Cater to the Growth of the Economy
Policy rates (repo and reverse repo) have been kept unchanged at their current level which are 6.00% and
4.75% respectively in this policy stance subject to mid-course modifications if found necessary.
BB will continue its rigorous supervision over credit flows to priority sectors to diverse sectors and
subsectors of the economy, and continue promotion and support for inclusive, adequate credit flows to
under-served sectors/niches while creating more jobs and ensuring environmentally sustainable production
activities.
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BB May Attain the Targets if There is No Large Domestic or External Shocks due to the Cautiousness It Assumed
BB is currently doing ground work for Policy Interest rate focused monetary policy regime to ensure greater
efficiency in implementing monetary policy. In the changed regime, policy interest rate will directly
influence the prices on financial and real sectors which is not possible under current regime.
8.13% estimated GDP growth of Bangladesh for 2019 is well and above the average projected 4.1% GDP
growth of emerging market and developed economies for 2019. BB projects this robust growth momentum
to continue for Bangladesh till 2024.
BB has expressed its intention to remain cautious regarding the risk factors while implementing the
monetary policy objectives for FY’20 and if require policy rates, cash reserve and liquidity ratios may witness
mid-course modifications.
Liquidity scenario has become eased to some extent due to the improvements of BOP (Balance of Payment)
and NFA (Net Foreign Assets) growth for which interbank markets for both BDT and USD has slightly
improved during the last part of FY’19 while comparing with preceding half. BDT has not fully depreciated
by the amount that is required for full correction of overvaluation as Real Effective Exchange Rate (REER)
has grown at a higher rate than Nominal Effective Exchange Rate (NEER). Hence, BB may not intervene as
much in the next fiscal year and BDT may be depreciated slightly from its current level.
BB projects sustainable export and remittance growth with moderate import growth to keep balance of
payment under control and halt it from unusual spike.
Global commodity price trends depict that there is no significant near term risk for domestic price inflation
but increased fuel and gas price along with newly implemented VAT law may increase the nominal price
which will create inflationary pressures also. In the last fiscal year, food inflation has decreased while the
core (non-food and non-energy) inflation has crept up indicating negative correlation between these two
components of inflation.
Banks only achieved a very insignificant intermediation efficiency gain as the difference between deposit
rates and lending rates did not decrease by much mainly due to increase in Non-Performing Loan (NPL). BB
proposes bankruptcy proceedings followed by India where bankrupts can lose control of its business to a
court appointed receiver and this may also be effective to curb down the rate of NPL in case of Bangladesh.
MPS will Posit Neutral to Positive impact on Capital Market
Recent changes made in the IPO rules are expected to bring quality IPOs in the market which can improve
the confidence of the investors.
Activation of corporate bond market is prioritized by both government and Bangladesh Bank which can
contribute largely in the capital market development.
Modification in National Savings Certificate (NSC) issuance procedures are expected to have positive impact
in fund flow to both Banks and Capital Market.
Public sector credit growth may trigger private sector development in the long term which can increase the
fund needs in private sector. As a result of business optimism, more private companies may come to capital
market to fulfil their fund needs.
Maintaining Price Stability Will Be Challenging and External Factors May Posit Threat to Target Attainment
As fuel and gas price has been revised upwards and the implementation of new VAT law is already underway, all
these may pose inflationary pressures. If the monsoon flood sustain for a longer period of time, this can result in
decrease of agricultural output that may threaten the inflation level, implementation of growth measures and
external sectors balances. Global trade war and geopolitical tensions are other factors that may or may not impair
attainment of BB’s FY ‘20 monetary program outcomes.
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Figure 1: GDP Growth Projection for FY’20-FY’24
Source: Bangladesh Bank

Figure 3: Broad Money (M2) Growth
Source: Bangladesh Bank

Figure 2: Twelve Month Average Inflation
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Figure 4: Excess (above CRR and SLR) Liquid Assets
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Figure 6: Interest Rate Spread
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Figure 5: Call Money and Policy Rate
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Figure 7: Cumulative Export Growth
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Figure 8: Cumulative Remittance Growth
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